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British Society of Criminology - Learning and Teaching Network  

30 May 2013  

University Campus Suffolk (UCS) 

 

Attending: Stuart Agnew; Liz Frondigoun; Nic Groombridge; Phil Johnson; Helen Jones; Natasha 

Taylor (by Skype). 

 

1. Minutes of previous meeting  

Agreed  

2. Financial statement (HJ) 

Helen confirmed that finances remain the same since the last meeting, the only outgoings 

being the 3 projects funded (see below item). She reminded all present to claim their 

expenses for this meeting through the BSC. 

3. Teaching Award – progress, publicity and presentation (LF) 

Liz provided an update on the 2013 award. Gordon Hughes was unable to be a judge this 

year so the panel consisted of Richard Sparks, Pamela Davies and Azrini Wahidin.  The 

decision outcome was that the 2013 award be made to the application from Lincoln. Liz will 

contact all concerned, including SAGE, and Helen will prepare the certificate. The award will 

be made at the SAGE reception in Wolverhampton during the annual conference. 

We need to consider a new judge to replace Richard Sparks in 2014. All members will give 

this some thought and Liz will write to Richard to thank him for his work on judging the 

awards over the last three years. 

Discussion then moved to consider an enhancement to the existing award structure. The 

discussion concerned the development of a departmental/school recognition scheme. Liz, 

Nic and Phil will take this further. 

4. Project Funding– OER (PJ) 

Phil presented outputs from the 3 projects.  

Enhancing Study Skills in Criminology – Dr Claire Fox, the University of Manchester  

This project designed a set of study skills resources, focusing on key topics that are most 

relevant to criminology students (e.g. the need to develop critical skills early in their 

academic careers) and that are not always addressed elsewhere (e.g. a set of commonly 

asked questions about criminology/academic study).  
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Studying Criminology in Higher Education: An Online Open Access Forum – Dr Tina G. 

Patel, the University of Salford 

This project sought to provide early clarification and insight into what criminology (at higher 

education) is, including what the subject offers and what it should be concerned with in 

contemporary analysis of crime and justice matters. The project established an online open 

access ‘Criminology Forum’ to provide: 

(a) Access to subject resources such as articles, research reports, policy documents and 

works in progress; 

(b) Connections with external real-world groups and organisations, including any of those 

which may have routes of employment or volunteering placement opportunities; 

(c) Engaging discussions on criminological matters by providing a space for debates to move 

beyond the physical confines of lecture theatres and seminar rooms. 

 

Enhancing Applying Research within Criminology – Jill Jameson, Kate Strudwick and Jan 

Gordon, the University of Lincoln 

This project produced a 30 credit research methodology module OER. The resource sought 

to overcome barriers customarily faced by this kind of subject by encouraging students to 

critically analyse existing research, from a methodological and ethical perspective, to plan 

and undertake a real practical research project, and to learn about and apply a statistical 

analysis to that research project using SPSS.  

 

Phil will write to each of the project leads and the resources posted to the LTN website. 

 

5. Project Funding – future plans (HJ) 

a. Student Associations  

Helen outlined that many universities have a student Criminology Society or a 

Criminal Justice Association or Justice Group or similar and they hold the potential 

for future collaboration but we do not have baseline data or a repository for the 

information. So we could invite proposals for a project to map and document the 

number and location of such student societies. We have funding is available for one 

project up to £1,500. There should be indication of match funding from the host 

institution, particularly in disseminating the findings of the research. Proposals may 

be submitted by members of the BSC. Non- members are not eligible to bid but may 

be involved as partners in proposals led by members. The expectation is that the 

project will include students as partners to the research. Nic offered to contact the 

Howard League to ascertain what information they hold on this. All agreed this was 

a project worth pursuing. 

 

b. Augmented Reality 
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Helen had a meeting some weeks ago with Jackie Carter (UK Data Service & JISC) and 

Judith Mudd (BSA Chief Exec) about Augmented Reality artefacts designed through the 

Scarlet project http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/programmes/elearning/ltig/scarlet.aspx  "The 

SCARLET  project aims to use AR (Augmented Reality) to simultaneously allow students 

to experience the magic of original materials, whilst enhancing the learning experience 

by ‘surrounding’ the object with digitised content; images, texts, online learning 

resources and information on related objects held in the Library and elsewhere." So 

Augmented Reality is a way of adding graphics, sounds, feedback and documents to the 

natural world. Mobile devices are driving the development of augmented reality. Street 

maps on Ipads and smart phones can find you the nearest McDonalds and take you 

there. The aim of this project is to use the ability to overlay computer-generated 

artefacts onto an object of sociological/criminological interest to enhance 

learning. These enhancements have yet to be determined but they should have 

pedagogic relevance which our communities would be able to use in their teaching. 

Since then she has had a further meeting and there is the opportunity to contribute to a 

larger consortium project with UK Data Service, Higher Education Academy, ESRC and 

British Sociological Association. The aim is for a small scale project (each partner 

contributing £2000) to determine the output and play a key role in dissemination. All 

agreed this was a project to which we should commit. 

6. Teaching Tips (NT) 

Natasha will be updating the website shortly and all present members agreed to contribute 

at least one teaching tip in the format suggested on the website - 

http://bscltn.wordpress.com/teaching-tips/ 

7. Literature on Learning and Teaching (SA) 

A number of reviews have been conducted and are on the site - 

http://bscltn.wordpress.com/book-reviews/ There is also a call for future reviews.  

8. Applications to steering group: 

a. Stephen Case (Swansea) 

It was agreed that Stephen Case become a steering group member. He will be 

contacted for his biog for the website and to discuss taking a lead on the project 

regarding student societies. 

b. Martyn Chamberlain (Loughborough) 

It was agreed that Martyn Chamberlain become a steering group member. He will be 

contacted for his biog for the website and to discuss taking a lead on the project 

regarding augmented reality. 

c. Tina Patel (Salford) 

Tina is currently on maternity leave but would like to be considered to join the 

steering group in 2014. This was carried over to the next meeting. 

https://webmail.heacademy.ac.uk/owa/redir.aspx?C=f39a60d5d8c1476cb8a59dbfc9049f8a&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.jisc.ac.uk%2fwhatwedo%2fprogrammes%2felearning%2fltig%2fscarlet.aspx
http://bscltn.wordpress.com/teaching-tips/
http://bscltn.wordpress.com/book-reviews/
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9. AOB 

a. QAA benchmark review – Helen informed the group about the work currently being undertaken 

by several members of this group, the BSC exec, and the QAA on reviewing criminology 

benchmarks.  

b. Mary Stohr and Jim Frank of the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS) will be meeting 

with Loraine Gelsthorpe and Helen Jones during the British Society of Criminology conference in 

Wolverhampton to pursue closer links between the two professional bodies. Helen will provide 

an update at the next meeting 

 

Date of next meeting – to be decided 


